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The discontinuity of a spin-current through an interface caused by spin-orbit coupling is characterized by
the spin memory loss (SML) parameter δ. We use first-principles scattering theory and a recently developed
local current scheme to study the SML for AujPt, AujPd, PyjPt, and CojPt interfaces. We find a minimal
temperature dependence for nonmagnetic interfaces and a strong dependence for interfaces involving
ferromagnets that we attribute to the spin disorder. The SML is larger for CojPt than for PyjPt because the
interface is more abrupt. Lattice mismatch and interface alloying strongly enhance the SML that is larger for a
AujPt than for a AujPd interface. The effect of the proximity-induced magnetization of Pt is negligible.
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With the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance effect
in magnetic multilayers [1,2], it was recognized that
interfaces play a key role in spin transport phenomena.
In semiclassical formulations [3–5] of transport, these
appear as discrete resistances and the description of the
transport of electrons through a multilayer requires a
resistivity ρ for each material as well as a resistance RI
for each interface. Bulk resistivities are readily measured,
interface resistances much less so. Magnetic materials
require spin-dependent bulk resistivities ρσ and interface
resistances Rσ. Because spin is not conserved, describing
its transport additionally requires a spin-flip diffusion
length (SDL) lsf in each material, as well as its counterpart
for each interface, the spin memory loss (SML) parameter
δ. Determining lsf requires distinguishing interface and
bulk contributions. Because doing so is nontrivial, the
interface contribution had been largely neglected and
values of lsf reported over the last decade for well-studied
materials like Pt span an order of magnitude [6–8].
Almost everything we know about interface parameters

is from current-perpendicular-to-the-plane (CPP) magneto-
resistance experiments [5,6,9] interpreted using the semi-
classical Valet-Fert (VF) model [4]. Though these
experiments are relatively simple to interpret, they are
restricted to low temperatures as they require supercon-
ducting leads [5], while calculations have so far only
addressed ballistic interfaces [10–15]. Because the vast
majority of experimental studies in spintronics is carried
out at room temperature, there is a need to know how
transport parameters, in particular, those describing inter-
faces, behave at finite temperatures.
This need is accentuated by the huge interest in recent

years [7,16] in the spin Hall effect (SHE) [17–19], whereby
a longitudinal charge current drives a transverse spin

current in nonmagnetic materials, and in its inverse, the
inverse SHE (ISHE). Determination of the spin Hall angle
(SHA) ΘsH that measures the efficiency of the SHE is
intimately connected with the SDL and, because an interface
is always involved, with the SML [20]. When use is made of
spin pumping and the ISHE [21–24] or the SHE and spin-
transfer torque [25], the interface in question is between
ferromagnetic (FM) and nonmagnetic (NM)materials. When
the nonlocal spin-injection method is used [26,27], two
interfaces are involved: an FMjNM interface to create a spin
accumulation and an NMjNM0 interface to detect it. Progress
has been made by recognizing that bulk parameters like lsf
andΘsH are very sample dependent and that the SML plays a
key role in determining their values [20,28–30]. Recent
studies suggesting that measurements of the SHA may
actually be dominated by interface effects [20,28,31,32]
are stimulating attempts to tailor these [33–37].
This makes it crucial to have a way to independently

determine interface parameters. We recently described a
formalism to evaluate local charge and spin currents [8]
from the solutions of fully relativistic quantum mechanical
scattering calculations [38] that include temperature-
induced lattice and spin disorder [39,40]. This yielded a
layer-resolved description of spin currents propagating
through atomic layers of thermally disordered Pt and Py
that allowed us to unambiguously determine bulk transport
properties [41]. By focusing on spin currents, we can
straightforwardly evaluate all the parameters entering the
Valet-Fert semiclassical formalism [4] that is universally
used to interpret experiment [5].
In this Letter, we focus on interface transport properties

and study realistic interfaces between thermally disordered
materials. Typical structures used in experimental studies of
the SHE contain a heavy NM metal with strong spin-orbit
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coupling (SOC) and a 3d transition metal (TM) or TM alloy
ferromagnet [7,20–25,42]. We will study (i) AujPt and
AujPd interfaces to shed light on the role of SOC and
roughness at interfaces involving heavy TMs and (ii) PyjPt
and CojPt interfaces to examine the role of the FM
magnetization and disorder in determining interface param-
eters, as well as the temperature dependence of all these.
Method.—We begin by solving the VF equations ana-

lytically for the spin accumulation μsiðzÞ and spin current
jsiðzÞ in a metallic multilayer. The solution in each region i
involves two coefficients Ai and Bi that are determined
by appropriate boundary conditions [4]. For an NMjNM0
system, we will require that jsð0Þ ¼ 1 at the left-leadjNM
interface, corresponding to injecting a fully spin polarized
current from the left lead, and that jsð∞Þ ¼ 0, requiring the
NM0 material to be much thicker than its lsf value. The
interface (I) is initially considered as a bulklike material
with resistivity ρI, SDL lI ≡ lIsf , and thickness t so that at
the NMjI and IjNM0 interfaces the spin accumulation and
spin current are continuous [43,44]. We then eliminate the
coefficients AI and BI and take the limit t → 0, thereby
defining the areal interface resistance ARI and the SML
parameter δ as

ARI ¼ lim
t→0

ρIt and δ ¼ lim
t→0

t=lI: ð1Þ

We finally express δ as

js;NMðzIÞ
js;NM0 ðzIÞ

¼ cosh δþ ρNM0lNM0

ARI
δ sinh δ ð2Þ

in terms of jsiðzIÞ, the spin current at the interface zI on
the i ¼ NM and NM0 sides as well as ρNM0 , lNM0 ≡ lNM

0
sf ,

and RI. The relationship of the SML to the spin-current
discontinuity js;NMðzIÞ − js;NM0 ðzIÞ is nontrivial.
AujPt interface.—We illustrate our methodology in

Fig. 1 for a AujPt interface between “room-temperature”
Au and Pt, in which a Gaussian distribution of atomic
displacements in a 7 × 7 lateral supercell was used to
reproduce the experimentally observed resistivities of each
bulk material at T ¼ 300 K, ρAu ¼ 2.3 μΩ cm and ρPt ¼
10.7 μΩ cm [45], for which lAu ∼ 80 nm and lPt ∼ 5.25�
0.05 nm [8]. The empty gray circles in Fig. 1 represent
jsðzÞ, obtained [46] from the results of quantum mechani-
cal scattering calculations [38] for a AujPt bilayer when a
fully polarized spin current was injected into the bilayer
from the left Au lead. The lattice constant of fcc Au is
initially chosen to be that of Pt (a0Au ¼ aPt ¼ 3.923 Å),
which does not affect the Au electronic structure qualita-
tively. The figure also shows the VF solutions in Au (blue
curve) and Pt (red curve) found by fitting jsðzÞ far from the
interface. The initial spatial decay of jsðzÞ is determined
by lAu, the rapid decay in the vicinity of the interface is
described in the semiclassical VF framework by the inter-
face discontinuity and, after this abrupt decay, the spin

current that survives in Pt decays to zero on a length scale
described by lPt.
By fitting jsðzÞ to the solution of the VF equation, we

obtain values of js;AuðzIÞ and js;PtðzIÞ. From the Landauer
expression for the conductance in terms of the transmission
matrices, ARI ¼ 0.54� 0.03 fΩm2 is directly determined,
leaving just δ as the only unknown parameter. Using a
numerical root finder to solve (2), we find δ ¼ 0.62� 0.03,
where the error bar is evaluated from the uncertainties in the
other parameters.
The bulk parameters ρPt and 1=lPt are known to increase

linearly with temperature [31,40,45,47], but virtually
nothing is known about the temperature dependence of
interface parameters. We therefore calculate ARAujPt and δ
at 200 and 400 K and plot the results in Fig. 1 (inset).
Within the error bars of the calculations, both parameters
remain constant between 200 and 400 K. The temperature
independence that we observe for δ is in agreement with the
results of a very recent CPP-magnetoresistance experiment
for a CujPt interface that shows δ to be nearly constant over
the temperature range 0–300 K [48].
Interface mixing.—Unlike the sharp interfaces between

bulk Au and Pt we have considered so far, experimental
interfaces are believed to comprise a few intermixed layers.
To study the effect of interface mixing, we insert N atomic
layers of Au50Pt50 random alloy at the interface of the
lattice-matched AujPt bilayer [49]. The results for the spin
current jsðzÞ and corresponding values of δ at 300 K are
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FIG. 1. A fully polarized spin-current js injected at 300 K from
the left Au lead into a Auð50ÞjPtð140Þ bilayer sandwiched
between Au leads decays exponentially in Au and in Pt; the
numbers in brackets denote the number of atomic layers. The
solid lines indicate fits for jsðzÞ in individual layers using
solutions of the VF equations. (Top inset) Schematic of the
scattering region. (Middle and bottom insets) Temperature
dependence of the interface parameters δ (yellow) and RI (purple)
for a AujPt interface (circles). The corresponding parameters for
AujPd at 300 K are included (diamonds).
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shown in Fig. 2 for N ¼ 0, 2, and 4. When the spin current
from bulk Au approaches the mixed interface layers
(yellow for N ¼ 2, green for N ¼ 4), then compared to
the sharp interface, jsðzÞ decreases more and δ increases
rapidly with increasing N (inset). Electron scattering at a
commensurable and clean AujPt interface only involves
Bloch states with equal kk, but intermixing (and thermal
disorder) break momentum conservation and allow
kk → k0

k scattering. The higher scattering rate results in

a higher spin-flipping probability and hence a larger δ for
the intermixed interfaces. Moreover, conduction electrons
injected into Au are only weakly affected by SOC until
they enter Pt, where as d states they become very
susceptible to the large SOC. The interatomic mixing
effectively increases the region where conduction electrons
experience large SOC and therefore increases the SML.
The interface resistance ARI also increases monotonically
as the disordered region increases in thickness, suggesting
that δ ∝ ARI, so ρIlI ∼ const.
Lattice mismatch.—To study the effect of kk → k0

k
scattering on its own, we reexamine the sharp (111)
AujPt interface where both Au and Pt have their equilib-
rium bulk volumes, aAu ¼ 4.078 and aPt ¼ 3.923 Å. A
(111) oriented 5 × 5 unit cell of Au matches to a (111)
oriented 3

ffiffiffi

3
p

× 3
ffiffiffi

3
p

unit cell of Pt to better than 0.02%.
For this fully relaxed AujPt geometry, we repeat our
calculations at 300 K and obtain δ ¼ 0.81� 0.05 compared

to δ ¼ 0.62� 0.03 with commensurable Au. This calcu-
lation indicates that the kk → k0

k scattering does indeed
lead to an increase of the interface SML. Our finding is in
agreement with calculations for a CujPd interface using the
ansatz of Schep et al. [10,50], which indicated that δ
increases on going from a sharp to a rough interface [14].
AujPd.—To examine the effect of changing the strength

of the SOC, we apply the procedures described above to a
commensurable AujPd interface, choosing a0Au ¼ aPd ¼
3.891 Å. Corresponding to the experimental resistivity of
Pd at 300 K, ρPd ¼ 10.8 μΩ cm [45], we find lPd ¼ 7.06�
0.02 nm and a value of ARAujPd ¼ 0.81� 0.05 fΩm2,
which is much larger than the value 0.54� 0.03 fΩm2

found for AujPt (inset Fig. 1, bottom panel). By substitut-
ing all the input parameters and their uncertainties into (2),
we extract a value of δAujPd ¼ 0.43� 0.02 (Fig. 1, inset).
Compared to AujPd, the larger SOC in Pt leads to a larger
value of δ for AujPt. Our results for ARI and δ for AujPd
interfaces are in good agreement with theoretical estimates
made by Belashchenko et al. [14], combining the ansatz of
Schep et al. [10] with calculations for ballistic CujPd
interfaces. Cu and Au have very similar electronic struc-
tures and the very different SOC of the filled 3d and 5d
states below the Fermi level is not expected to play a
major role.
FMjPt interfaces.—We developed an analogous pro-

cedure to study FMjNM interfaces. Compared to the
NMjNM0 case, two additional parameters enter: spin asym-
metry parameters β ¼ ðρ↓ − ρ↑Þ=ðρ↓ þ ρ↑Þ for the bulk FM
and γ ¼ ðR↓ − R↑Þ=ðR↓ þ R↑Þ for the interface. To avoid
interfaces between a lead and Py or Co, we considered
symmetric NMjFMjNM scattering geometries and studied
them by passing an unpolarized charge current through
them. The appropriate boundary conditions are that both the
spin accumulation and spin current vanish at z ¼ �∞ and
the analysis results in two implicit equations, containing the
discontinuity in the spin current at the FMjNM interface, as
described by js;FMðzIÞ and js;PtðzIÞ, as well as the eight
transport parameters ρNM, lNMsf , ρFM, lFMsf , βFM, RI, δ, and γ.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the spin current jsðzÞ that we calculate
for a PtjPyjPt trilayer at 300 K. The five bulk parameters are
determined independently as well as ARI obtained from the
Landauer formula, leaving us with two equations and two
unknowns, δ and γ, to be determined.
This procedure was applied to PyjPt and CojPt interfaces

assuming completely relaxed geometries and 8 × 8 inter-
face unit cells of (111) Py or Co matched to 2

ffiffiffiffiffi

13
p

× 2
ffiffiffiffiffi

13
p

interface unit cells of Pt. Thermal lattice and spin disorder
were taken into account as described in Refs. [8,38–40]. ρPt
and lPt were already determined above and the appropriate
corresponding calculations were performed for bulk Py
and Co [40,51].
The temperature dependence of the three interface

parameters that we extract for PyjPt and CojPt interfaces
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FIG. 2. A fully polarized spin current jsðzÞ is injected into a
AujPt bilayer with a sharp interface (vertical black line), two
layers of Au50Pt50 interface (yellow shaded region), and four
layers of Au50Pt50 interface (green shaded region) between them.
The calculated spin currents jsðzÞ for the three cases are shown as
gray circles, yellow diamonds, and green squares, respectively.
The solid blue line indicates a fit to the VF equation in Au. The
solid, dashed, and dotted red lines indicate fits to the VF equation
in Pt for AujPt, AujAu50Pt50ð2ÞjPt, and AujAu50Pt50ð4ÞjPt,
respectively. (Inset) δ vs ARI for N ¼ 0, 2, and 4 interface layers
of mixed Au50Pt50.
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is summarized in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). ARI and γ are seen to
decrease monotonically with temperature for both inter-
faces. γ is found to vary in a small range of�0.15 for PyjPt
and �0.03 for CojPt. δ, the main focus of our interest,
decreases monotonically and substantially with

temperature for both interfaces. δCojPt is larger than δPyjPt
for all temperatures in the range 200–500 K. This temper-
ature dependence contrasts starkly with the temperature
independence we found for AujPt. We speculate that it is
the variation of the spin disorder associated with the FM
magnetization that affects the interface parameters most.
Consistent with this is our finding that δ and ARI are larger
for CojPt than for PyjPt. With a higher Curie temperature,
Co is more ordered at any given temperature than Py.
To test this hypothesis, we repeated the T ¼ 200, 300,

and 400 K calculations for PyjPt keeping the atomic spins
ordered and including only lattice disorder in Py. The
results for the three interface parameters with only lattice
disorder are included in Fig. 3 (open circles, dotted lines)
for comparison. With only lattice disorder included, we
find that the PyjPt interface parameters decrease much
more slowly with temperature. This weak variation can be
attributed to the lattice disorder, but the decrease is much
smaller compared to that brought about by spin disorder. In
the low-temperature limit, we also expect δ to be smaller for
PyjPt because this interface is less abrupt than CojPt, owing
to Py’s intrinsic disorder. SOC-induced interface splittings
are smeared out by alloy disorder in Py compared to Co,
leading to smaller δ. Finally, we found that proximity-
induced magnetization of Pt by Co or Py has no effect on
the interface parameters within the error bars of the
calculations; see the left inset to Fig. 3(a).
Summary.—First-principles scattering theory and a

recently developed local current scheme have been used
to study how spin currents propagate through interfaces
between two nonmagnetic (AujPt and AujPd) materials and
between a ferromagnetic and a nonmagnetic (PyjPt and
CojPt) material at finite temperatures. By extracting values
of δ, RI, and γ, we could study how δ depends on various
properties of the interfaces and temperature. For nonmag-
netic interfaces, we found that δ and ARI remain unchanged
over a wide range of temperature and found values of ARI
that are in remarkably good agreement [50] with an ansatz
introduced more than twenty years ago by Schep et al [10].
δAujPt was found to be larger than δAujPd owing to the

larger SOC in Pt, indicating a direct link between the
magnitude of δ and SOC strength of NM metals. An
incommensurable AujPt interface with relaxed Au and Pt
lattices has a substantially larger δ than the lattice-matched
interface. Mixing at an interface also leads to larger values of
δ. Thus, to minimize δ, lattice-matched and clean interfaces
should be targeted in experiments to avoid momentum-
nonconserving scattering of conduction electrons.
FMjPt interface parameters decrease strongly with

increasing temperature. This dependence stems directly
from the magnetization of the FM. Co is a stronger FM
than Py and we find that ARCojPt and δCojPt are larger than
ARPyjPt and δPyjPt for all temperatures. By turning off spin
disorder in PyjPt, the variation of interface parameters with
temperature becomes negligible.
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